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     Robin and her friends are talking.  The sun is setting.

                              TINA
                    So...Fallout Frank was your
                    “Grand-Uncle”?

                              PETER
                    That is seriously fucked up.

                              ROBIN
                    Not really, at least to me it
                    isn't.  Just another part of our
                    family.

                              LIZ
                    Still, that's creepy.

                              DREW
                    And I love it.  Sounds cool.

          Robin smiles at Drew.

                              ADAM
                    Have you been inside there?

                              ROBIN
                    No...but it's like old and stuff.

                              LIZ
                    You thinking what I'm thinking?

                              ADAM
                    Party?

                              ROBIN
                    Oh no!

                              TINA
                    Oh come on.  It sounds awesome!

                              PETER
                    Sure I'm in.

                              ROBIN
                    No, sorry guys...Not going to do
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                    it.

          James opens the door to the hotel room.  They fall silent as
          they watch him approach.

                              JAMES
                    Hey Robin, and friends...

                              TINA, LIZ, PETER, ROBIN, ADAM, DREW
                    Hey James.

                              JAMES
                    Look, I'm going to meet with a
                    buyer so, here's some money.  Get
                    some pizza and have a good time. 
                    Okay?

          James hands some money over to Robin.

                              JAMES
                    Go out and see a movie or something
                    maybe?  Maybe that movie with the
                    Dinosaurs or something.

          The group giggles a little.

                              ROBIN
                    Sure.

          James walks off.

                              ADAM
                    Party...Party...Party...Party...

          Robin smiles.

                              ROBIN
                    I don't even have the keys or
                    anything to get in.

                              DREW
                    Hey, this could be your only chance
                    to see what it's like in there. 
                    Let's check out that trunk your
                    brother made us lug in.
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Part II

          INT.    VAN                                -    NIGHT

          Drew is driving while Robin sits in the passenger seat.  Liz
          and Adam are sitting in the back row as Peter and Tina are
          in the rear row of seats.  Peter and Tina are kissing.

                              LIZ
                    Awe get a room!

          Adam laughs as he plays with the Geiger Counter.

                              LIZ
                    And what are you doing?

                              ADAM
                    Just playing with this thing.

                              LIZ
                    I got something else you can play
                    with.

          She goes up to Adam seductively and sticks her hand in her
          bag and pulls out a glass water bong. 

                              ADAM
                    Where'd you get this?!

                              LIZ
                    Amsterdam...  My mother thinks it's
                    a vase. 

          They all laugh.  Robin takes notice.

                              ROBIN
                    What is that?

                              DREW
                    It's a water bong.  “For tobacco
                    use only”
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          They laugh again. 

                              ROBIN
                    What do you guys want to do after
                    we check out the factory?

          They all look at each other.  Drew looks back and shoots a
          "Keep Quiet" stare through the rear view mirror.

                              LIZ
                    What?  Like watch “The Movie with
                    the Dinosaurs”?  Relax.  We're on
                    our way to have a good time. 

                              PETER
                    Adam, you did spread the word
                    right?

          Drew shakes his head.

                              ROBIN
                    What word?

                              DREW
                    We're going to meet some friends. 
                    They were curious too.

                              ROBIN
                    I'm not sure that's a good idea.

                              LIZ
                    Oh don't worry, I promise we won't
                    break anything.

                              ADAM
                    Yeah, what's the worst that can
                    happen?

                                                          CUT TO:
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